### Apple Pie Rubrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 – Accomplished</th>
<th>Recipe was followed correctly: pie has the correct proportion of sugar and spices. The apples for the filling were cut and prepared correctly. Crust is light and flaky. Pie is baked evenly throughout with a golden brown crust.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 – Competent</td>
<td>Recipe was followed mostly correctly: pie has a mostly correct proportion of sugar and spices. Most of the apples for the filling were cut and prepared correctly. Crust is mostly light and flaky. Pie is baked mostly evenly throughout with a mostly golden brown crust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Developing</td>
<td>Recipe was followed somewhat correctly: pie has a somewhat correct proportion of sugar and spices. Some of the apples for the filling were cut and prepared correctly. Crust is somewhat light and flaky. Pie is baked somewhat evenly throughout with a somewhat golden brown crust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - Beginning</td>
<td>Recipe was not followed correctly: pie does not have the correct proportion of sugar and spices. The apples for the filling were not cut and prepared correctly. Crust is not light and flaky. Pie is not baked evenly throughout and does not have a golden brown crust.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Below expectations**

- **Recipe followed correctly**: Recipe has not been followed correctly and the pie does not have the correct amount of sugar, spices and crust.
- **Apple filling**: The apples for the filling were not cut and prepared correctly.
- **Crust**: Top and bottom crusts are not light and flaky.
- **Pie baked evenly**: Pie is not baked evenly throughout and does not have an even-colored golden brown crust.

**Meets expectations**

- **Recipe followed correctly**: The recipe has been mostly followed correctly with approximately the correct proportion of sugar, spices and crust.
- **Apple filling**: The apples for the filling were mostly cut and prepared correctly.
- **Crust**: Top and bottom crusts are mostly light and flaky.
- **Pie baked evenly**: Pie is baked mostly evenly throughout and the crust has a mostly even-colored golden brown crust.

**Above expectations**

- **Recipe followed correctly**: The recipe has been followed correctly, and the pie has the correct proportion of sugar, spices and crust.
- **Apple filling**: The apples for the filling were all cut and prepared correctly.
- **Crust**: Top and bottom crusts are very light and flaky.
- **Pie baked evenly**: Pie is baked evenly throughout with an even-colored golden brown crust.
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